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The Tennessee Department of Revenue announced that taxpayers that have received 

assessments disallowing intangible expense deductions or that are concerned about a 

potential disallowance may be eligible to compromise and settle their outstanding or 

potential liability. [Tennessee Department of Revenue, Notice 11-17, 11/01] 

Background 
Effective for tax periods beginning on or after January 1, 2004, Tennessee law 

requires taxpayers that incur intangible expenses as a result of transactions with 

related parties to disclose such expenses in their franchise and excise tax returns.  

Failure to disclose such transactions may result in the commissioner adding back 

such deductions and imposing a 50 percent negligence penalty. 

 In addition to the statutory add back, the Commissioner has the discretion to adjust 

related party transactions in order to prevent an evasion of tax.  It appears that the 

Department began reviewing taxpayer disclosure forms and, upon discovering 

inconsistencies, sent out addback assessment notices for the failure to disclose the 

transactions.  In addition to the assessment notices, the Department issued 

information requests on the transfer and use of the intangibles, the business activities 

of the holding company entity, and the valuation methodology for the intangibles.  

After receiving the information, the Department issued "variance letters" stating that 

upon review the Commissioner determined that the licensing arrangement lacked 

business purpose and economic substance and, as a result, pursuant to discretionary 

authority, royalty deductions were disallowed for all years, including future years.
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Compromise 
Under Notice 11-17, taxpayers that received assessments disallowing an intangible 

expense deduction or that are concerned about a potential disallowance may be able 

to reach a settlement with the department.  Such a settlement must be approved by 

the Comptroller of the Treasury and state attorney general.  The Department 

announced that it is evaluating any request to compromise and settle with taxpayers 

for any open year ending on or before June 30, 2012.  Under the terms of any 

settlement, the taxpayer must agree to pay, and the Department will accept, all tax 

and interest due as a result of the disallowance of a specific percentage of the 

intangible expense deduction.  Taxes due under a settlement would be determined by 

adding back the required intangible expense and then deducting the agreed 

percentage of the total intangible expenses. 

"Taxpayers promptly contacting the Department will be considered candidates for a 

compromise on the same initial percentage basis.  If compromise requests are 

received after December 2011, the requests will be evaluated to determine whether 

the same initial terms should still apply."   

PwC Observes 
"This settlement program constitutes the Department's attempt to resolve an 

exceptionally large volume of assessments issued as a result of a review of disclosure 

forms submitted by taxpayers claiming the subtraction modification that offsets the 

mandatory add back of related party intangible expenses," explains Kelly Smith, 

SALT Partner with PwC in Atlanta.  "As noted, the settlement is available to both 

taxpayers that have been assessed, as well as to those that want to come forward 

voluntarily.  When evaluating whether or not to come forward voluntarily, taxpayers 

should take note of the fact the Department is not assessing all taxpayers with related 

party intangible expenses.  So far, its focus has been primarily on licensing 

companies with limited substance.  In light of this, taxpayers with intangible 

expenses paid to a related person with substantial business operations may not want 

to voluntarily submit to the settlement." 

"Taxpayers that have not been assessed and that voluntarily chose to participate in 

the program will need to send a letter, signed by an officer of the company by 

December 31, stating their interest in participating in the proposed settlement as 

described in Public Notice 11-17.  The letter should include the name and EIN of the 

affected taxpayer."  

"Although not detailed in the notice, under the terms of the settlement, participating 

taxpayers must agree to a disallowance of 25 percent of the deduction for intangible 

expenses.  However, abatement of any penalties attributable to a failure to disclose 

the expense will need to be requested outside of the scope of settlement.  In addition, 

interest will be owed on any additional tax resulting from the settlement," explains 

Smith. 

Of note is the announcement by the Department that it will evaluate any open year 

ending on or before June 30, 2012.  "This date is the planned effective date of 

legislation expected to be introduced that will change the state's intangible 

expense/disclosure/addback regime to one where taxpayers must first receive 

permission from the Department prior to claiming the deduction.  It is the 
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Department's belief that this 'seek permission first before deducting' approach to 

addback will fix the lack of certainty that presently exists, while at the same time 

leaving open the ability of taxpayers with substantive licensing activities to be able to 

claim these legitimate deductions," says Smith. 

 

For more information, please do not hesitate to contact: 

 

Kelly Smith  (678) 419-2412  kelly.w.smith@us.pwc.com 

Adam Weinreb (646) 471-4409  adam.weinreb@us.pwc.com 
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